Template: Making a Box House

PART A

Instructions:

You need both parts (A and B) to make one box house.

1. Cut along all solid lines, including the window
2. Tape clear plastic inside the window. Be sure to seal it well
3. Fold inward (toward the printed sides) along all dotted lines
4. Overlap any two shaded areas and tape the two halves together
5. Overlap the other two shaded areas and tape them together too
6. Fold and tape the flaps on one end
7. Tape a thermometer in place. Be sure you can read it through the window
8. Carefully and completely seal every seam with tape
9. Place an extra piece of tape on every corner
10. Write your names and class/period on one end of the model
NOTE: If you need to store your box house with the thermometer in it, be sure to store it on end, with the thermometer bulb down.

Template: Making a Box House

PART B

WINDOW
(remove / discard)